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September Economic Update: Getting real
on “no deal”
The real-world impact of the failure of politicians to agree on cross-
border ‘deals’ is becoming obvious. Financial markets don’t like…

Source: Shutterstock

World Leaders from clockwork top center: President Donald Trump, French
President Emmanuel Macron, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau, Britain's Prime Minister Boris Johnson, President of the
European Council Donald Tusk, Italian Premier Giuseppe Conte and Japanese
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe

September Economic Update: Getting real on "no deal"
The real world impact of the failure of politicians to agree on cross-border ‘deals’ is
becoming obvious. Financial markets don’t like it, and investors are shifting into government
bonds and safe havens. After months of talks, the US and China seem as far apart as ever on
trade and market access, while the Brexit psycho-drama has laid bare the divisions within
the UK ahead of the latest deadline at the end of October. With business confidence
sagging, pressure is on for politicians to get deals done. If they can’t, the economic
ramifications could come back to haunt them at the ballot box.

The US consumer continues to spend, but the near-term outlook for the corporate sector is
weakening. Manufacturing is in recession and with US-China tensions showing no signs of abating,
this may drag other sectors down with it. The Federal Reserve has started to cut interest rates but
argues that monetary policy can only do so much to offset the trade war damage. Further yield
curve inversion looks probable which, in itself, adds to downside risks for growth.

President Trump continues to believe that ratcheting up tensions with China will deliver the
concessions he desires, provide a long-term boost to the US economy and create a wave of
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euphoria that will get him re-elected. However, China is showing little sign of climbing down and
President Trump may well need to backtrack to prevent an economic downturn from derailing his
election chances. As it is, we have revised down our US 2020 growth forecast to 1.3% - a level well
below the market consensus.  

We believe that China has changed its strategy when it comes to the trade war, and that could
lead to further market volatility. In terms of economic growth, it seems the strategy of boosting
infrastructure projects is also working.

The eurozone economy is slowing down and with Brexit and the trade war continuing to weigh on
confidence, especially in Germany, a further deceleration looks likely. If a hard Brexit were to
materialise and Europe were targeted in the evolving trade war, it would be hard to avoid a
technical recession. The European Central Bank is likely to act on its words with additional stimulus
in September, keeping bond yields in negative territory for some time to come.

The UK appears to be heading for an election – the only real question is when. The chances of a
‘no-deal’ Brexit on 31 October appear to be receding, following legislative efforts to force a further
Brexit delay. That doesn’t mean ‘no deal’ is off the table completely though, particularly if the
Conservative Party can gain a majority in an election. In reality though, the results of a UK election
are almost impossible to predict.

If we are to believe the rates market discount, these are the worst of times. Plus, things are
discounted to remain bad, or even get considerably worse, for an extended number of years. A
snapshot of current curves rings many alarm bells. The hold-out hope has been the US, but with
the 30-year now below 2%, that hope is waning fast. We don’t like it, but the path of least
resistance is still for lower market rates.

The cyclical slowdown continues to drive global FX trends. Unless we see some material
improvement in trade relations, expect pro-cyclical currencies, including the euro, staying under
pressure. Barring a much more aggressive Fed easing cycle, we fear EUR/USD could drop into a new
1.05-1.10 trading range into year-end.
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ING global forecasts
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Trade war: A turn for the worse
Although later than initially thought, we still expect a deal between
the US and China

Source: Shutterstock

President Donald Trump shakes hands with Chinese President Xi Jinping during a
meeting on the sidelines of the G-20 summit in Osaka, Japan

A deal before year end is likely to not be in the cards anymore
President Trump has ramped up the pressure on China with tariff hikes, but so far without success.
The deterioration in the negotiating climate leads us to tweak our outlook. A deal before year end
is no longer our base case.

We think China will stand firm in its rejection of some US demands. It will not accept any deal that
limits its autonomy in making laws regarding the protection of intellectual property. Neither will it
accept interference in setting goals, like the intention to become a world leader in certain high tech
markets. Further, China demands that all the tariff hikes are undone once a deal is cut.

President Trump will need to compromise given the economy is
slowing
Over time, President Trump is likely to become aware that his high pressure strategy has not been
effective. To be able to claim that he is delivering on his promise to improve the terms of trade for
the US, Trump needs to show voters that he is capable of striking deals. For this, he needs to
compromise.
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Right now, we don’t see many signs that President Trump is prepared to scale down his demands
enough for a deal before year end.

However, we expect this will change. We forecast the US economy will slow down in the coming
quarters and we think it’s likely that the trade war will be blamed for that. We expect this to
translate into polls moving against President Trump, which will encourage him to water down
some of his demands.

We expect a deal at the start of the second quarter of 2020
We think this will lead to a deal at the start of 2Q20. We expect it to encompass a commitment by
China to import at least $70 billion more from the US, to lower import tariffs and to open markets
for foreign (majority) investing. On the issue of intellectual property, we expect an agreement
whereby China steps up its fight against the theft and forced transfer of intellectual property. But
we suspect it will not offer any provisions which could give the US a stick to beat it with if President
Trump is not satisfied with the progress.

We expect half of the tariff hikes that have been implemented by both sides will be reversed
immediately in 2Q next year. The remainder will be phased out gradually during 2020 and 2021,
provided that both sides agree that the other side has complied with the deal.

Trump is likely to refrain from a trade war with the EU
It is a close call but we assume that President Trump will refrain from a trade war with the EU
before the 2020 presidential elections. We don’t doubt that President Trump would like to impose
tariffs on European cars, as it would give him leverage in the negotiations. However, given our
expectations that public sentiment about the trade war is set to deteriorate, we think he won’t
want another risk, which could potentially hurt his chances of being re-elected.
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US: Manufacturing a recession
The headwinds facing the US economy are building, as trade tensions
intensify and evidence of global economic weakness spreads. Given
this backdrop, we…

Source: Shutterstock

President Donald Trump, left, meets with Chinese Vice Premier Liu He, front right,
at the White House in Washington

Weaker manufacturing has spurred wider concern about the US
outlook
Yield curve inversion has been a precursor to recession nine times over the last 65 years and
evidence of another downturn is growing. The US manufacturing sector is an area of particular
concern. Output is down 1.6% year-to-date and remains 5% below its November 2007 peak while
the latest ISM manufacturing index points to further declines ahead. Excluding the volatile aircraft
and defence components, durable goods growth is now negative in year-on-year terms, which
suggests falling investment spending in three to six months’ time.

While manufacturing is a less important part of the US economy
than it was 30 years ago and weakness here doesn’t guarantee a
broader recession, there is still the fear that the downturn could
spread
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Worries over tariffs and the impact on supply chains at a time of weakening global demand along
with dollar strength mean US firms have become more cautious. Profitability is being hit and firms
in the sector are increasingly reluctant to put money to work through investment or hiring new
workers. Net trade is also likely to remain a drag due to weak external demand and a less
competitive exchange rate.

While manufacturing is a less important part of the US economy than it was 30 years ago and
weakness here doesn’t guarantee a broader recession, there is still the fear that the downturn
could spread. Weaker sentiment is one avenue, but there is also the fact that an inverted yield
curve, driven by recession fears, could potentially be self-fulfilling. Banks typically borrow short
term and lend longer term, so when the yield curve is inverted, bank profitability is hurt. It also
tends to lead to reduced risk tolerance, which implies tighter lending standards and reduced credit
availability that potentially chokes off economic growth.

Source: Bloomberg, ING, Macrobond

Consumer spending continue to support growth
For now, credit conditions remain in decent shape with banks reporting little change in either
lending standards or demand for loans. In fact, the plunge in Treasury yields has driven mortgage
rates lower and prompted a surge in mortgage activity for both home purchases and refinancings
at lower borrowing rates. Home sales have been edging higher too, which has boosted home
builder sentiment, but it may not be enough to finally generate a positive GDP contribution from
residential investment after six consecutive quarterly declines.

On the positive side of the equation, consumer spending remains the clear growth engine. Despite
the volatility in financial markets and the negative headline on trade, consumer confidence
remains firm and households are still keen to spend. Employment is at record levels, wages are
rising and gasoline prices are falling. So consumers have the cash to spend, with high-frequency
data suggesting 3Q started strongly.

Markets are increasingly pessimistic on the outlook
Markets are of the view that this resilience to bad news won’t last and they continue to price in rate
cuts. More than 100 basis points of cuts to the Fed funds target rate are expected by the end of
2020. So far the Federal Reserve has appeared reluctant to offer such aggressive action, with
Esther L. George and Eric S. Rosengren opposing the FOMC decision to cut rates in July and other
members arguing for caution.

The Federal Reserve and in particular its Chair, Jerome Powell, have faced a torrent of criticism
from President Trump for not doing enough to boost the US economy as he pushes hard to win
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concessions from China. Powell’s response at the recent Jackson Hole symposium was to say that
“while monetary policy is a powerful tool that works to support consumer spending, business
investment and public confidence, it cannot provide a settled rule book for international trade”.

He is essentially saying that lower interest rates can’t do much to alleviate the disruptive effect
that higher tariffs have on global supply chains. Some officials are also concerned that if they
acquiesce to the President’s wishes, it will embolden him to push even harder against China, which
could create even more near-term downside risks to growth.

Further interest rate cuts are coming
Despite the current reticence, we think the Federal Reserve will cut interest rates further. While 3Q
GDP growth should post a respectable 2-2.5% annualised growth rate, we are worried that the
attritional nature of market volatility, negative trade headlines, weaker global growth and worries
about corporate profitability will result in weaker activity in 4Q. Inflation is also broadly in line with
target, and with other central banks queuing up to send dovish signals, the strength of the dollar
will be acting to tighten monetary conditions.

Given the latest escalation of trade tensions, this clear headwind to growth is unlikely to abate as
quickly as we had hoped. Rather than a deal or a climbdown in 4Q, it could be well into 2020 before
an agreement or, more likely, a truce is reached. We continue to believe that President Trump, in a
bid for re-election, will recognise the need for a strong economy and rising equity markets and will,
therefore, be willing to get a deal done even if it doesn’t include all of his initial demands.

Given the latest escalation of trade tensions, this clear headwind
to growth is unlikely to abate as quickly as we had hoped

A deal on trade plus Federal Reserve interest rate cuts may well be enough to stimulate a rebound
in sentiment and stronger activity and employment numbers in the second half of 2020. Assuming
President Trump is re-elected, we suspect he will re-double his efforts to renegotiate trade deals
with both China and the EU in a second term.

Based on this potential outcome we have cut our 2020 GDP growth forecast to 1.3% from
1.7% versus the current Bloomberg consensus of 1.8%. We expect consumer spending to
slow as hiring moderates, the pick-up in wage growth stalls and asset prices come under
pressure. Given this backdrop, we now expect an additional Fed rate cut in 1Q20 after earlier
cuts in September and December 2019. However, this may not be quick enough or
aggressive enough for President Trump and the financial markets, which are likely to
become increasingly impatient with the Federal Reserve. Consequently, we think the 10Y
Treasury yield could fall to 1% in the fourth quarter of this year, especially given negative
eurozone rates.

There is an argument that being tough on China is a vote winner in itself and the electorate
is prepared to accept a weaker economy in the short-term if they believe President Trump’s
actions will yield real economic returns in the longer term. As such, there is the possibility he
keeps pushing hard on China right up to the election in November 2020. This would assume
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an even more negative growth story, weaker equity markets and even lower bond yields
than we have currently priced into our forecasts. We will address this in more detail in our
forthcoming US Politics Watch note.

Author
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james.knightley@ing.com
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Eurozone: Uncertainties are weighing on
growth
The eurozone economy is slowing down and with Brexit and the trade
war tensions weighing on confidence, a further deceleration looks
likely. If a hard…

Source: Shutterstock

From left: German Chancellor Angela Merkel,Christine Lagarde, European
Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker and European Central Bank Governor
Mario Draghi

The hoped-for growth acceleration is not happening…
The hoped-for acceleration in economic activity is not happening. A number of risks could further
weigh on eurozone GDP growth in the second half of the year and the first half of next year. With
inflation still moribund, the European Central Bank is set to loosen monetary policy again.
However, the marginal impact of further easing is getting smaller. At this juncture, fiscal policy
would likely be more effective, but for the time being the countries with the most budgetary space
are dragging their feet.

...with the risk that weakness could spread
The eurozone economy grew by a non-annualised 0.2% in the second quarter after 0.4% growth in
the first. But powerhouse Germany actually shrank 0.1% in the April-June period. This continues to
reflect the dire situation in manufacturing, which has been hit by the trade war-induced softening
of international trade (the manufacturing sector is relatively more important in Germany than in
the other member states while the specific shock to the automotive sector also plays a role).
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Services are still holding up in the eurozone. And while the consumer still benefits from job growth
and some increase in purchasing power, there is always the risk that a more uncertain economic
environment leads to more savings instead of more consumption. The same story applies to
business investment, which might suffer from uncertainty even if financing conditions remain
extremely attractive. Also bear in mind that capacity utilisation in manufacturing is realtively high.
 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream

Italian political situation is stabilising...
On a positive note, it seems that Italy is not heading for new elections after all, because an
alternative majority between the 5 Star Movement and the PD is being put in place. This
government would be led by current Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte and is unlikely to pick a fight
with the European Union on the budget. The strong decline in Italian bond yields seems to
corroborate this expectation.

... but Brexit might just push the eurozone into a technical
recession

However, Brexit remains a major risk for the growth outlook in the eurozone. While numerous
studies have tried to compute the long-term negative effect of a hard Brexit on the rest of the
European Union (with figures ranging from 0.3% to 1.5% of GDP), it is obvious that trade distortions
will have a negative impact in the short run. We could easily see a negative growth impact of 0.1%
to 0.2% both in the last quarter of 2019 and the first quarter of 2020, which might push the
eurozone into a technical recession.

The trade war is not over yet
At the same time the trade war is still not resolved. While Donald Trump might decide to delay his
decision on tariffs on European cars, he will still the possibility open to put pressure on European
negotiators during the trade talks. Even though 2020 would therefore not see higher tariffs, the
uncertainty will continue to weigh on sentiment of European producers. If alternatively the trade
war would escalate in 2020, we might easily lose another 0.2 percentage points in GDP growth.

GDP growth llikely to fall below 1% in 2020
For the time being, we are witnessing a growth slowdown, though the economy is certainly not
falling off a cliff. August’s economic sentiment indicator saw an unexpected uptick, while monetary
aggregates also point to some underlying growth momentum. That said, even though a hard
Brexit is not our base case right now and we think that Trump will not drive the trade hostilities to a

https://www.nbb.be/doc/ts/publications/wp/wp366en.pdf
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point where they could jeopardise his re-election, we think it’s wise to reflect some of these
uncertainties in our growth forecasts. After all, the uncertainty itself could sap ‘animal spirits’. We
have therefore revised our 2020 GDP growth forecasts downwards to 0.7%, after 1.1% in 2019.

ECB: Lower for longer
Meanwhile, inflation seems to be stuck at 1%. With growth decelerating, it is hard to see
much of an increase, even if labour markets remain relatively tight. Together with slowing
growth, this should push the ECB into more easing. While we doubt that more monetary
easing will generate much of a growth effect, doing nothing is not an option anymore, as
markets have already priced in additional easing.

We expect a 20 basis point deposit rate cut, a tiered interest rate system for excess liquidity,
more generous TLTRO conditions and €30 billion per month of quantitative easing (though
this last point is still being discussed and could be delayed to wait for the Brexit outcome).
All of this means that bond yields are unlikely to rise much over the forecasting horizon.
Some steepening of the yield curve is possible when the major uncertainties have finally
lifted (and we might eventually also see some budgetary stimulus), but even then the 10yr
bund yield is likely to remain firmly in negative territory.

Author
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Brexit: Four thoughts after Westminster’s
wild Wednesday
A UK election now looks inevitable - the only question now is 'when'.
However, the chances of a 'no deal' Brexit on 31 October appear to…

Source: Shutterstock

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson gesturing to Labour party leader Jeremy
Corbyn during a session in the House of Commons

UK lawmakers achieved a major breakthrough last night in their bid to avert a ‘no-deal’ exit
on 31 October.

The House of Commons passed a bill, that once law, would oblige the prime minister to ask
for a further Brexit delay, if he fails to get MPs to sign up to a Brexit deal by 19 October. The
bill is now with the House of Lords, and despite initial signals that the government would do
all it could to block it, looks set to pass by Monday.

The upshot is that a general election now looks highly likely, and the chances of a ‘no deal’
exit on October 31 appear to be slowly receding. Here are four thoughts on these latest
developments.
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A general election now a question of ‘when’ rather than ‘if’
Two-thirds of MPs are required to give consent to a general election, and last night, Mr Johnson’s
Conservative party failed to secure that majority.

But just because an election wasn’t called last night, it doesn’t mean one isn’t imminent. The
Labour party has signalled that if the bill passes and gains royal assent, which helps insure against
a ‘no deal’ exit, they would give their consent to Britain heading to the polls.

Whether it’s before, or after, October 31, in our view, Britain is
now almost certainly heading to the polls

The question is ‘when’ – and it appears Labour is really in the driving seat here. Initial signals from
the opposition party’s leader Jeremy Corbyn suggested he was open to the government’s proposal
for an election on 15 October.

But at a meeting of Labour MPs yesterday, almost all were reportedly in favour of an election after
October 31. The logic is that by then, Mr Johnson will most likely have been forced to ask for an
Article 50 extension, meaning he will have failed in his “do or die” pledge to take the UK out of the
EU by October 31. While the Conservative election campaign will almost certainly seek to frame
this as parliament attempting to block Brexit, Labour appear to be calculating that it could leave
Johnson more exposed to the Brexit party at the polls.

Whether it’s before, or after, October 31, in our view, Britain is now almost certainly heading to the
polls.

2 ‘No deal’ chances are slowly receding, but it could still
happen

Assuming the bill, designed to initiate a further Brexit delay, becomes law, then this is a big step
closer to averting ‘no deal’ on 31 October. However, it is too early to conclude that the risk has
faded entirely.

First, if an election occurs on 15 October, and the Conservatives retain power, then in principle,
there is nothing stopping them reversing this law that requires them to ask for another Article 50
extension. That said, there would be a remarkably short amount of time between the results of the
election – presumably on 16 October – and the deadline to ask for the extension on 19 October.

Can new MPs be sworn in, a new speaker of the House of Commons be elected - and if the
Conservatives don't achieve a majority - a new confidence and supply agreement with the
Democratic Unionist party formed? That’s all before considering the time needed to pass a new law
itself.

Secondly, even if a 'no deal' exit is averted in October, it could still happen at a future point in time.
If the Conservatives are able to secure a majority at an election, then their 'Plan' A' may still be to
try and push a deal (even if only lightly-revised) through parliament. But if this fails, then the
government may well press ahead and try to leave the EU without a deal.

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/sep/04/jeremy-corbyn-faces-labour-backlash-over-election-strategy
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Finally, if the prime minister is forced to ask for an Article 50 extension in October, a further Brexit
delay relies upon the EU saying ‘yes’. Brussels has previously signalled that it would be willing to
allow a further delay for a so-called diplomatic event, be that an election or referendum. But
without a firm justification, there could be more resistance to another extension than there was
back in April. France, in particular, has signalled it is reluctant to grant further time. However
assuming Ireland remains open to granting a further extension, it seems unlikely that the EU as a
whole would disagree – particularly given that the EU is keen to avoid being perceived as the party
to blame if ‘no deal’ happens.

However nothing is guaranteed – and at the very least, the EU may prefer to keep an extension
fairly short (perhaps around three months) to keep the pressure on the UK to make a decision.

3 An election would be impossible to call, despite
Conservative's lead in the polls

If an election does end up taking place, based on headline polls alone, Mr Johnson’s prospects look
good. His party is polling around 33% based on a range of recent polls. And while this is a step
down in vote when compared to the previous election, Labour has slipped further - the opposition
party currently sits at just 25%.

Under the UK’s first-past-the-post system, these polling numbers very crudely translate into a
majority. Electoral calculus - a website that maps polling data onto the FPTP system, predicts Mr
Johnson could win 350 seats, well over the 320 he needs for a working majority in parliament.

The key question will be whether the Conservatives can make-up
ground in Labour-held areas that voted to leave at the 2016
referendum

In reality though, it is unlikely to be this straight-forward and this election will be virtually
impossible to call. As we noted earlier in the week, the Conservatives will come under pressure
from the Scottish National Party, as well as the Liberal Democrats in certain areas of Southern
England.

So the key question will be whether the Conservatives can make-up ground in Labour-held areas
that voted to leave at the 2016 referendum. The economy will be a key battleground here - polling
has shown that, while many Conservative and Labour leave voters share similar views on things
like crime and immigration, they differ heavily on issues such as nationalisation and public
spending. 

Mr Johnson’s messaging on ‘no deal’ will also be key. A survey by Deltapoll last week suggested
only 28% of the public think a ‘no deal’ is the best option - even if a majority of his own party’s
voters do. If he campaigns hard on ‘no deal’, he risks amplifying losses of moderate voters. Take a
nuanced line on ‘no deal’ though, and he will be more vulnerable to the Brexit party in these key
battleground constituencies. 

In short, the outcome of the election would be highly uncertain – and it may boil down to how

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_7050%7D
https://whatukthinks.org/eu/questions/with-the-uk-due-to-leave-the-eu-on-31st-october-what-do-you-think-should-happen-next-in-the-brexit-process/
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successfully the Labour party manage to re-frame the election in domestic policy terms, as
opposed to down Brexit lines.

Don’t forget the former-PM Theresa May lost around four Labour seats for every one she gained,
despite a huge lead in the polls at the start of the campaign.

Read why an election poses risks for both the Conservative and Labour party

Key challenge for Johnson will be to convince 'Labour leavers'
on the economy

Source: Lord Ashcroft poll, April 2019

Voters asked to rank their preference between two statements on a scale of 0-10

4 Sterling's rebound won't have legs
The outlook for the pound will largely depend on who wins a general election, if one does indeed
happen - and based on headline polls alone, Mr Johnson’s prospects look good.

We don’t expect the current GBP rebound to have legs. So far, Sterling has benefited from the mix
of the success MPs have had in legislating against 'no-deal' Brexit and the stretched short GBP
positioning. But with early elections looming, we expect the pound to soon re-start its weakening
trend, given election uncertainty and the non-negligible risk of a 'no-deal' Brexit if the Conservative
party win a parliamentary majority under prime minister Boris Johnson.

Recall the GBP price action earlier in the year. The pound initially strengthened on hopes of an
Article 50 extension (as is happening now) but eventually depreciated meaningfully as UK politics
became even more fragmented and the risk of a no-deal Brexit increased. We expect a similar
roadmap this time around and target EUR/GBP 0.95 and GBP/USD 1.17 in the coming months, with
the date of the early election (before or after the October deadline) determining the timing of GBP
depreciation. Nonetheless, the end game is the same – weaker sterling for the remainder of the
year.

As we discussed in our sterling risk premium tracker, there is still more scope for risk premium to be
built into GBP. After the GBP strength this week, we estimate that around 2% of short-term risk
premia is priced into GBP at this point vs 5% in August as shown in the figure below suggesting
more downside to GBP once election uncertainty kicks in.

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_7050%7D
https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_7052%7D
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GBP risk premium

Source: ING
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Article | 6 September 2019 China

China: The strategy is working
We believe that China has changed its strategy when it comes to the
trade war, and that could lead to further market volatility. In terms of
economic…

Source: Shutterstock

Trade tensions have escalated
As we said in the July monthly note, it was hard to see a summer lull in the trade war. The trade
war escalated on 23rd August when China surprised the market by retaliating American 10% tariffs
on $300 billion worth of goods. The retaliation came in so late that the market had forgotten that
China could retaliate.

China’s retaliation of 5%-25% on $75 billion worth of US imports was indeed small, but it definitely
caught the market and President Trump off guard, which lead to the Trump Administration hastily
reacting with an additional round of 5% tariffs. 

Our latest CNY outlook
Even though the two sides have scheduled talks in October, we don’t believe there will be fruitful
results from it. As such, we have revised our USD/CNY forecasts from 7.10, 7.00 and 6.90 previously,
to 7.20, 7.30 and 7.20 by the end of 2019, 2020 and 2021 respectively. However, we forecast a
trading range of 7.05-7.50 for the rest of  2019.

This is partly because we don’t expect meaningful outcomes from trade talks in 2019, so we don’t
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expect USD/CNY to go back below 7.00. If there is positive news from the trade talks, USD/CNY could
possibly return to 6.8-6.9 but the chances are very low.

The 7.50 upper bound of our forecast range could also create further market chaos, just as was the
case when USD/CNY crossed 7.00. Creating sudden market chaos could be the Chinese strategy to
upset President Trump’s supporters.

Economy receiving support from infrastructure stimulus
On the economy, China’s infrastructure stimulus projects appear to be making good progress.
China’s industrial profits turned positive in the latest data, mostly because of the support from
infrastructure projects, which pushes up profits in the mining sector and electrical product sector.

We believe that infrastructure projects can support the economy to achieve the 6% GDP target.

The Chinese cabinet has already signaled that the PBoC should cut the required reserve ratio- RRR -
to provide more liquidity to suppress the increasing interest rate trend, as there are an increased
amount of local government special bonds to be issued.

However it seems that the central bank is reluctant to flood liquidity into the system. It wants to
make sure that the liquidity flows to infrastructure projects and smaller exporters. This could only
be done via the banks’ tracking after the loans are drawn down.

Source: Bloomberg, ING
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FX: Going with the cyclical flow
The cyclical slowdown continues to drive global FX trends. Unless we
see some material improvement in trade relations, expect pro-cyclical
currencies,…

Source: Shutterstock

FX dragged by global growth worries...
FX markets are very much trading in line with the global fears of secular stagnation. Those
currencies most exposed to the global trade and manufacturing cycle are under-performing, while
the counter-cyclical JPY and CHF continue to do well. Unless we witness a sea-change in trade
relations or policy makers undertake sizeable stimulus, it looks like these trends will extend into
year-end. This could mean EUR/USD starts to trade a 1.05-1.10 rather than 1.10-1.15 range.

When looking more broadly, the trade-weighted dollar is pressing the 2002 highs. So far President
Trump has said that he can ‘work with’ the strong dollar, although he does remain sensitive to big
figure breaks in key trading partners’ currencies – e.g. USD/CNY trading through 7.00 and EUR/USD
trading sub 1.10. However, his mechanism to reverse dollar strength still seems to be pressuring
the Fed rather than FX intervention.

... and current trends are unlikely to reverse
Current trends look unlikely to reverse until we see a change in: a) trade relations or b) massive
enough stimulus to steepen yield curves and weaken the dollar. On the former, we tentatively
expect US-China trade relations to improve in 1Q/2Q 2020 (the low-point in the US activity cycle)
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and look for a rebound in pro-cyclical currencies early next year.

Alternatively, a turn in the dollar could come if the Fed were to act aggressively. That seems a tall
order given that the market already prices 125bp of easing by end 2020. Of course, if the Fed were
to cut 50bp on 18th September, suggesting a front-loaded easing cycle, that could put a stronger
lid on the dollar. That seems unlikely at this stage. Instead it seems USD hedging costs (now 2.7%
p.a for Europeans) will remain high for some time.  In fact, we think US policy rates need to drop
50-75bp before rate spreads start to have a meaningful impact on the dollar.

Source: Bloomberg, ING. *May 1st 2019 when US-China trade truce collapsed.

The euro continues to sink
Heavily exposed to the global trade cycle, the EUR continues to sink. EUR/USD also faces the added
threat of Washington turning its attention to EU auto imports in November – perhaps at a time
when Brexit weakens Europe. At the same time, the ECB will be re-starting asset purchases, locking
European interest rates to their new floors.

Can under-valuation save the euro? Our medium-term models, designed to assess fair value over a
2-3 year horizon, actually suggest EUR/USD is fairly valued near 1.10. Given that EUR/USD can
easily trade +/-15% around fair value, the ground beneath EUR/USD looks soft.  That’s why we think
EUR/USD may be breaking into a 1.05-1.10 range.

Sticking to our guns on sterling
Brexit continues to confound most scenario analysis although we are still happy with our 3Q19
calls of 0.95 for EUR/GBP and 1.18 for Cable. What happens thereafter is any-one’s guess, though
we are more minded towards 1.00 and 1.10 for EUR/GBP and GBP/USD as ‘no-deal’ Brexit
probabilities rise and the alternatives – a minority opposition government with attendant fiscal or
Scottish independence risks – doesn’t look too attractive either.                                                         
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Japan: Toxic trade trouble
You would think that with all the trouble in Asia spilling over from the
US-China trade war, other countries in the region would be doing their
very best…

Source: Shutterstock

This is bad timing for another trade spat
You would think that with all the trouble in Asia spilling over from the US-China trade war, other
countries in the region would be doing their very best to avoid making matters worse, or forging
offsetting trade agreements.

Not Japan and South Korea. These two regional big-hitters have started a trade war of their own,
sparked off by anger from Korea that Japan has refused to acknowledge its claim for greater
compensation for some of its war-time activities relating in particular to the forced labour of
Korean “comfort women”.

Japan’s removal of South Korea from its “Whitelist” is
difficult to justify on grounds of security

Japan, for its part, has been quick to retaliate, taking South Korea off its “Whitelist “ of export
partners for certain chemicals vital to Korea’s technology industries. The excuse given for this is the
contentious claim that such exports are at heightened risk of ending up in the hands of North
Korea.

The three chemicals which Japanese producers may now have to wait up to around 90 days for
approval for export licences to be granted are:
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1.       Fluorinated polyamide (used in the manufacture of displays);

2.       Photosensitising agent resist (for use in chip manufacture); and

3.       Hydrogen fluoride, used for cleaning chips.

Japanese goods are vital for Korea's production of high-tech
goods

Data from Massachusetts Institute of Technology shows not only export destinations by country,
but also by product show that although Korea is a big market for disc chemicals for electronics –
sopping up 17% of all such Japanese exports in 2017, chemicals as a whole made up only about
2% of Japan’s exports to Korea, and a far smaller percentage of its total exports (Korea accounts
for about 20% of all Japanese exports).

But the move has sparked anger in Korea, where consumer boycotts of Japanese goods is now
underway.

Source: CEIC

Neither Japan nor Korea is in great shape and both could do
without this additional headache

The greater worry for South Korea, which has been struggling with the effects of the global tech
slump, the tech war and the US-China trade war, is that this latest spat comes on top of all of these
other problems. The size of these imports is not the main consideration, it is their importance for
the much larger technology export segment.

Likewise, Japan’s industrial production and exports are hardly in great shape and could do without
any additional impediments.

Although the catalyst for this trade dispute has its origins in Japan’s colonial rule of the Korean
peninsula from 1910 to 1945, it looks as if it has received a boost on both sides from the globally
rising tide of nationalism. It’s not at all clear how this dispute is going to be resolved, given that the
one country that could probably bang heads together – the US – is currently in the vanguard of
similar trade restrictions justified by its own veneer of national security concerns.
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Neither Japan nor Korea have excessive growth to spare for a political squabble like this, though
one can understand how each side in this conflict has become embittered by the actions of the
other.

Finding an interemediary to resolve this conflict could be
tricky

In Japan’s case, with the consumption tax hike looming next month, it is particularly bad timing.
These tax hikes have led to substantial disruption to activity in the past, and a spell of better
“economic weather” would have been a more helpful backdrop to this difficult period. Right now,
for example, the evidence for a front-loaded boost to consumption and investment is looking very
hard locate, though that doesn’t necessarily rule out a post-tax slump.

Source: CEIC
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Rates: Sinister market discount
Things are discounted to remain bad, or even get considerably worse,
for an extended number of years. A snapshot of current curves rings
many alarm bells.…

Source: Shutterstock

While there has been a keen and sensible focus on global central banks in recent months, there
have also been some remarkable moves seen at the other extremity of core curves. Not only is the
German 30-year yield below zero, but the US 30-year yield has broken below 2% in the past few
weeks. That takes the US 30-year yield to a new cycle low, taking out the financial crisis and
subsequent angst-period lows. If we are to believe the market discount, then these are the worst of
times. Plus, things are discounted to remain bad or even get considerably worse, for an extended
number of years.

These remarkable valuations have been heavily influenced by two key questions that are very
difficult to answer.

The first question centres on core central bank policy, and to what extent central banks have1.
the capability to influence activity, and by extension inflation. Central banks may (and
indeed were) key in averting depression following the financial crisis, but their ability to
influence has been severely impaired since. Japan has struggled, Europe is now struggling
and while the US is in better shape, it is far from clear that the Fed has the control it once
had.
The second issue revolves around politics and global policy disagreement. Here the2.
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immediate focus is on the future of Europe (and the eurozone) and by extension Brexit and
trade relations. Overlaying that is the widening gap between the narratives coming out of
the US and China with respect to the resolution of trade disagreement. Things on this front
are getting worse, and likely to get even worse before a tone change is probable.

The preliminary answer to the first question, coming from the central market discount, is that
central banks have lost considerable capacity to influence economies. And the second political
issue is one that augments the answer to the first question, as political wrangling such as Brexit
and trade wars makes it even more unlikely that central banks can have the impact that they
could have. And in a way, central bank efforts to cushion economies in fact make more room for
trades wars and allow the like to deepen.

Long end rates have long noses. Often the 30-year rate can behave differently from shorter tenors,
as the 30-year will pick up on ultra-long trends. This can manifest in very steep 10/30-year spreads
for example as the 10-year gets pulled lower by front end vagaries, but the 30-year maintains
some degree of longer-term aloofness. This can be a comfort that all of the bad stuff being
discounted today will go away eventually. There is an element of this in play on current core
curves, where the 10/30yr is far steeper than the 2/10yr e.g. in the US the 2/10yr is flat while the
10/30yr is 50bp.

That said, there has also been a clear flattening tendency in play in recent months. And flatter
curves imply a lower forward discount for higher rates in the future e.g. a completely flat curve
implies no rise in rates, and an inverted one discounts cuts on fears for recession. A snapshot of
current curves rings many alarm bells. The German 2/10yr curve is a mere 20bp, implying a
minimal forward discount for higher rates, ever. The absolute 10yr yield at -65bp is even more
sinister in terms of implied discount (imputes depression). The hold-out hope has been the US, but
with the 30yr now below 2%, that hope is waning fast. We don’t like it, but the path of least
resistance is still for lower market rates, with most such room in long-tenor rates.
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